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Fine Music Sydney Studios: 72-76 Chandos Street, St Leonards, NSW 2065 

Phone: 02 9439 4777 

Website: 2mbsfinemusicsydney.com 

Email: office@finemusicsydney.com 

ABN: 64 379 540 010 

CFN: 10603 

Frequency: 102.5 FM 

Transmitter: TX Australia, Artarmon, NSW 

Mission Statement 

To share the love of fine music through broadcasting 

Goals 

To be Sydney’s preferred broadcaster of classical music, jazz and other specialist music genres 

To maintain and improve high standards in all we do 

To promote Australian musicians and composers, with particular focus on the young 

To provide a supportive and enjoyable work environment for volunteers and staff 

To develop a sustainable financial model for the organisation  

HONORARY PATRONS 

Vice Regal Patron: Her Excellency the Honourable Margaret Beazley AO QC,  

Governor of New South Wales 

Honorary Patron: Professor The Honourable Dame Marie Bashir AD CVO 

OUR ORGANISATION 

4 

The radio station created by music lovers for lovers of music 

ARTISTIC PATRONS 

Elena Kats-Chernin AO 

Composer 

Brett Weymark OAM 

Choral Conductor 

Richard Tognetti AO 

Violinist 

Simon Tedeschi 

Pianist 

Roger Benedict 

Conductor 

http://www.2mbsfinemusicsydney.com/
mailto:office@finemusicsydney.com
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OUR ORGANISATION 

PERSONNEL 

2MBS Fine Music Sydney functions through the involvement of dedicated volunteers who 
generously contribute their time and talents across all aspects of the radio station, supported 
by a small and valued staff team. 

BOARD OF DIRECTORS   

Chair: Michael Morton-Evans OAM  

Deputy Chair: Peter Poole  

Secretary: Robert Gilchrist 

Elected Directors: Nicky Gluch, Sue Jowell,  

Jayson McBride, Sue Ping Kee, Andrew Clark  

  

Appointed Directors:  
Bruce Hambrett, Peter Stavrianos 

PUBLIC OFFICER: Robert Gilchrist  

STAFF 

Director of Operations: Mona Omar   

Studio & Production Coordinator: Sophie McCulloch Finance Administrator: Miriam Ho 

Digital Content Designer: Lyndon Pike Operations Coordinator: Michael Guilfoyle 

TECHNICAL ADVISORS 

Honorary Technical Advisor: Max Benyon OAM 

Broadcast Engineer: John Shenstone  Broadcast Systems Engineer: Roger Doyle 

Information Technology Consultant: Peter Bell  Recording Engineer: Jayson McBride 

COMMITTEE CHAIRS 

Finance: Peter Poole  Contemporary Music Collective: Tom Zelinka 

Fundraising: Sue Jowell  Jazz: Keith Pettigrew 

Library: Sue Ping Kee  Presenters: Michael Field 

Programming: James Nightingale  Technical: Peter Bell 

Volunteers: Sue Nicholas  WHS: David Edmonds 

MUSIC BROADCASTING SOCIETY OF NSW CO-OPERATIVE LIMITED 

2MBS Fine Music Sydney, formerly 2MBS-FM and Fine Music 102.5, is Australia’s first stereo FM  
radio station. The station was officially opened on 1 February 1975, and we have now been on the air for 
over 48 years.  

2MBS Fine Music Sydney is owned and operated by Music Broadcasting Society of New South Wales 
Co-operative Limited and is a Not For Profit organisation and registered Charity.  
We are a member of Community Broadcasting Association of Australia.  

Michael Morton-Evans OAM, North Sydney Community Award 2021 
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“Der Worte sind genug gewechselt,  

lasst mich auch endlich Taten sehn!" 

Enough words have been exchanged;  

now at last let me see some deeds!    

   - from Act 1 of Goethe’s Faust  

CHAIRMAN’S REPORT 

 

2021 was a year for righting some wrongs and handing the station back to the volunteers.  

We’d appointed a new Station Manager, but by January of this year he was gone, and once more I 

found myself in the hot seat. This was the catalyst for a major debate. Did we actually need a Station 

Manager?  

Graced as I was with chairing what I can only describe as the best board I have ever sat on, we came 

to the conclusion that the answer was – we didn’t! 

Under the guidance of Peter Stavrianos and Nicky Gluch, we began developing a whole new staffing 

structure, a job which is now almost completed. The board decided that 2MBS should become “a two 

headed eagle”, one looking outwards, the other inwards.  

The latter is now titled Director of Operations and we were thrilled when Mona Omar agreed to take 

on this job. Since then she has been a tower of strength as we work towards finalising all the other 

positions.  

Slowly our revenues have been rising as the Arts gets back on its feet. I ’m happy to say that pretty 

well all of our loyal sponsors are now beginning increasingly to let us promote their concerts, and 

we’ve even attracted a few new ones. Like most businesses, 2MBS was badly affected by Covid -19, 

but our Finance Committee under Peter Poole has brilliantly steadied the ship and the bottom line 

doesn’t look nearly as bad as it might have under more clumsy hands.  

Sue Jowell and her team on the Fundraising Committee put on a fantastic night to celebrate and 

honour our supporters, with entertainment provided by Sydney Philharmonia Choirs, the Sydney  

Cello Quartet and the inimitable Elena Kats-Chernin. The choice of venue, The Mint in Macquarie 

Street, was inspired and a great night was had by all.  

As I’m sure you all know, the arduous process of moving our main transmitter from the top of  

Governor Philip Tower in the CBD to Artarmon has begun. Without going into details, suffice it to say 

that this isn’t an easy exercise and the Technical Team have been superb at overcoming the  

problems that arise daily. There will inevitably be some disruptions during this exercise, but hopefully 

they will be kept to a minimum.  
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CHAIRMAN’S REPORT 

It should be noted, however, that because of the move from south to north, there will be those who 

get a better signal, and those for whom the signal may be slightly weaker. One regular listener rang 

me not long ago to say how delighted he was that he now gets perfect reception on his yacht in 

Pittwater! 

This is my last message to you as I am standing down from the board to take a bit of a holiday. But I 

cannot leave without thanking everyone for their support these past two years. The board, as I said in 

my opening, has been amazing. Concise, precise and constantly focused.  

The staff, under Mona Omar, have been terrific, during what must have been a very stressful period 

for them as we redesigned our staffing structure, and I thank them for their patience and understand-

ing.  

The volunteers, so ably led by Sue Nicholas, have enabled everything to run smoothly, despite so 

many unforeseen problems. And a special thank you to my right-hand man, the company secretary 

Bob Gilchrist, who has helped me enormously these past two years. 

It has been an honour chairing the 2MBS board and I thank you all. 

Michael Morton-Evans OAM 
Chairman 

Leanne Jin, 2021 Stefan Kruger Scholar 
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THERE is a perception that the responsibilities of the  
Secretary of the Society may be limited to organising board 
meetings and issuing the subsequent minutes.  

Nothing could be further from the truth!  

• Representing the station on the Owners Corporation to ensure that the Cladding Replacement Project 
is undertaken promptly and within budget by authorised builders.  The new cladding will reduce the risk 
of fire at the Society’s premises. 

• Spearheading a team to identify a replacement for the aging broadcast automation software (Netia). 
This project is now proceeding apace. 

I thank my Board colleagues, all the volunteers and staff members, particularly Maureen Chaffey, with 
whom I have worked this year for their continuing energy and commitment. 

Robert (Bob) Gilchrist 
Secretary of the Music Broadcasting Society of NSW Cooperative Ltd. 

Finalist details and performances at: 

2mbsfinemusicsydney.com/yva Joshua Han, Winner 

2022 

YOUNG VIRTUOSO AWARD 

Highlights of the last twelve months include: 

• Orchestrating the Annual General Meeting 

• Working with the Department of Fair Trading and ASIC 
to effect a name change from Fine Music Sydney to  
2MBS Fine Music Sydney.  

• Updating the Register of Cultural Organisations,  
Community Broadcasting Association of Australia, 
Australian Charities and Not-For-Profits Commission 
with changes to the Society’s organisational profile. 

• Working to ensure the station builds a compliance 
register to meet our legislative responsibilities. 
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DIRECTOR OF OPERATIONS REPORT 

We were fortunate to experience a steady increase in the number of sponsorship bookings  

throughout 2022. By the end of the financial year, our sponsorship revenue was $90,628, an increase 

of $30,000 on the previous year (see Finance Chair’s report).  

Our key priority in the coming year will be to strengthen the position of our Fine Music Network with 

media buying agencies and to develop cost-effective sponsorship packages to attract Jazz musicians 

and venues. The benefits of networking with our community have been inspiring. This has renewed 

our focus on becoming a part of Sydney’s cultural landscape.  

We took advantage of the various opportunities presented to us, such as industry panel discussions.  

Re-establishing our relationships with our state and federal MPs, resulted in invitations to apply for 

several government funded grants. In December, our application for a grant of $4,750 for the  

purchase of video-related equipment for the Max Benyon Room was approved.   

Later that month, our Chairman, Michael Morton-Evans OAM, was acknowledged for his outstanding 

contribution to assisting the local community and supporting the development of local businesses, 

with a North Sydney Community Award from Mr Trent Zimmerman MP. 

In March, our Vice Regal Patron, Her Excellency the Honourable Margaret Beazley AC QC  

commissioned 2MBS Fine Music Sydney to record the didgeridoo played by the musician Matthew 

Doyle. This will serve as the introduction to a new recording of the Australian National Anthem  

performed by the Royal Australian Navy Band. This new recording is now the official ‘standard’ for 

Government House, Sydney whenever an Australian National Anthem is required. 

Throughout the year, we have increased the number of interviews conducted with notable figures  

including Simone Young, William Barton and John Bell.  

The departure of four staff members last December and January this year, presented an opportunity 

to assess the staffing model. As a result, a leaner staffing structure was introduced, and the  

administrative functions such as subscription coordination, website administration, and event  

coordination are once again being expertly managed by volunteers.  

I’d like to take this opportunity to thank the staff, Lyndon Pike, Sophie McCulloch, Miriam Ho, and in 

particular, Mike Guilfoyle, for their remarkable efforts. Many thanks to David James, Keith Pettigrew, 

Sue Nicholas and Maureen Chaffey for their efforts and guidance. My sincerest thanks to the Board 

of Directors for your unwavering support. It has been a privilege to work in such a supportive  

environment. 

Mona Omar, Director of Operations 

THE past year provided several opportunities to  

reflect on our strategies during this pivotal time  

in the station’s history.  

The 2021/22 financial year began with a three month 

lock down. We used this period to evaluate our  

sponsorship strategy. Our Sponsorship Consultant  

developed a Fine Music Network (2MBS, 3MBS and 

4MBS) media kit, with the aim of attracting corporate 

sponsors.  

We also developed a variety of Covid-19 Relief  

sponsorship packages to support our partners in the  

Arts sector, which generated $22,900 in sponsorship  

revenue from late October to late December 2021. 
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FINANCE COMMITTEE REPORT 

 

AS a Not For Profit organisation that relies on a small number  

of Arts related sponsors and the goodwill and generosity of our 

listeners, 2022 is the third year that 2MBS Fine Music Sydney 

has had to endure the flow-on  effect of the industry-wide  

shut down due to Covid-19 on our operations.   

Once again, our finances have been impacted, though  

the situation is gradually improving. The highly  

successful transmitter relocation campaign of mid-2021 

has put us in a good financial position, as the date  

for these expenses to be incurred draws closer. 

For the 2021/22 financial year the Society recorded a  

net operating profit of $101,264 and a total loss  

after depreciation charges were applied of $87,140. 

This was $164,000 less than last year’s profit of $77,000 which included $77,000 additional Job-keeper 

Offset and $52,000 of ATO stimulus. Taking these two extraordinary items into account ($129k) together 

with the 2021 investment income of $153,000 (2022 $62,000) therefore results in an underlying operating 

result which was $56,000 better than last year. 

This result can largely be attributed to higher revenue from sponsorship (up $39,000) and donations (up 

$175,000).  Bequests were $146,000 lower than 2021.   

Total operating revenue (revenue net of investment income) for the year was $759,047, up 11% from last 

year’s $684,726.   

• Sponsorship revenue recovered from last year’s Covid affected level, from $51,575 to $90,628.   

• As part of the Federal Government’s Job-Keeper program, we received $68,357 to subsidise our staff 

costs, though this subsidy ceased part way through the year.    

• Reported donation income was $229,215 (2021 $54,553, though $341k which resulted from our  

Transmitter Relocation appeal was taken to the Balance Sheet as Deferred Revenue in 2021 and will 

be recognised as revenue in the P&L in the period/s in which the related costs are incurred). 

Operating expenses (excluding depreciation) increased $16k (2%) to $788k, with a $25k (14.5%) in-

crease in finance and admin costs, sponsorship/marketing expenses up $17k (73%), technical expenses 

up $7k and employee costs down $46k (11%).  

Employment costs of $365,000 this year represented approx. 46% of Operating expenses.  

The reduction was due to a change in staffing during the year following the departure of our previous  

Station Manager. The Finance & Admin expense of $195k was impacted by $5,000 higher power costs, 

$13,000 for the scholarship programs, and an additional $10,000 on consulting fees. Technical expenses 

of $186k ($7,000 lower than last year) mostly related to the transmitter site rental of $100,000 ($3,000 

higher than prior year) while digital radio costs were $5,000 higher. 

Our cash at bank decreased $129,000 to $411,500 while our investments with our fund manager  

Koda Capital, totalled $1.399m at year end (an increase of $177,000 on the prior year, comprising $250k 

additional investments, $135k withdrawals and $62k net appreciation).   

The Society is unable to budget for an operating surplus for the foreseeable future. We will however  

continue to focus on the financial aspects of enabling the station to be Sydney ’s preferred broadcaster of 

Fine Music.  We are in an enviable position with our current level of reserves which means that we have 

certainty of funding for the next few years. 

Particular thanks this year goes to the Director of Operations Mona Omar, who took on her current role 

half-way through the year and ably managed the operational aspects of running the station, following the 

departure of the previous Station Manager. Thanks also to our new Finance Administrator Miriam Ho and 

fellow committee member Ian Pont for his invaluable accounting assistance.  Peter Poole, Chair. 
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Mona Omar and Sophie McCulloch produced a professional and seamless event adhering to the 

adage, the harder you work the easier it looks! 

Guest artists, VOX, The Sydney Cello Quartet and our Patron Elena Kats-Chernin AO performed 

to perfection.  Our thanks go to Kawai Australia for donating a beautiful baby grand for use on the 

night. All in all, it was a glittering night to remember and - judging from the positive feedback from 

the donors who attended - to be repeated in 2023! 

END OF FINANCIAL YEAR APPEAL  

Given the economic climate it was with some trepidation that we approached the End of Financial 

Year Fundraising Appeal. We should not have worried as our loyal donors did not let us down and 

our target was exceeded. 

EMERGING STRATEGIC GOALS 

Bequests 

The committee decided that more attention needed to be paid to sourcing Gifts in Wills (Bequests) 

and a workshop presented by Evelyn Mason was held. With this is mind, we are delighted to  

welcome Liz Terracini, former 2MBS FM General Manager, who has returned as a volunteer and  

has joined our committee to cover this very specialized and important area. 

Improving the Value Reward for Subscribers and other donor categories  

Subscribers recognize that every cent donated is crucial, but apart from the sense of satisfaction 

generated by their generosity, subscribers receive very little in return for their contribution.  

As a result a loyalty card has been created which offers discounts to arts events and from  

participating retailers. It will be available very soon.  

Some Thing Extra 

In order to facilitate credit card payments  an Electronic Funds Transfer/Point of Sale (EFTPOS)  

has been acquired for general use. 

FUNDRAISING COMMITTEE REPORT 

THE year 2022 has been challenging for everyone,  

no less for those involved with raising funds!  

The exigencies of the Covid pandemic were swiftly  

followed by its consequent economic downturn.  

However, the members of the Fundraising team  

remained undeterred, facing every task with  

unabated zeal and commitment. 

 CELEBRATION OF FINE MUSIC 

Having had to cancel the Celebration of Fine Music  

in 2021 because of the pandemic, the event was  

reinstated at the Mint, Macquarie Street, in June  

of this year. It was mid-winter; it was cold, yet the  

evening sparkled with warmth and excitement. 
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Name Change 

With effect from November 2022 the Committee will be changing its name from Fundraising to  

Marketing and Public Relations.  This will afford us greater scope and opportunities to promote all our 

activities via the media and to reach out to stakeholders, encouraging a spirit of giving within all our 

communities.  

Last Word 

The Fundraising Committee has remained committed to its task, and my deep appreciation and  

gratitude goes to each member for their continued enthusiasm and dedication. They are: Tom  

Forrester-Paton, James Hunter, David James, Sissi Stewart, Liz Terracini and Mona Omar. 

Sue Jowell, Chair 

 

FUNDRAISING COMMITTEE REPORT 

Elena Kats-Chernin AO, Brett Weymark, and VOX 

13 
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THE Jazz Committee continues to meet via Zoom, as this  

enables members in full-time work to participate.  

The FineJazz crew are indebted to the Jazz Committee 

 and their good humour and commitment.  

Current members are Deborah Evans, Eddie  

Bernasconi, Jeannie McInnes, Lloyd Capps,  

Xavier Bichon, and Keith Pettigrew (chair). 

2022 has had some rewards and some challenges. 

JAZZ PROGRAMS 

The FineJazz crew has extended our jazz content,  

now providing 16 programs across 18 hours each week,  

amounting to 10% of station air time. The programs  

cover the full gamut of jazz from traditional through to  

emerging jazz with a regular emphasis on Australian jazz.  

 

JAZZ COMMITTEE REPORT 

Elena Kats-Chernin AO, Brett Weymark, and VOX 

During the year, Thursday’s Jazz, Pure and Simple was replaced by Jazz After Noon, also picking up  

the broad theme of nostalgia. A new program Jazz About Town was introduced with a focus on  

musicians playing around Sydney in the forthcoming weeks. Our two Wednesday programs, Jazz  

Sketches and Planet Jazz, continue to be successfully promoted under the banner of Jazz-On-

Wednesdays, with a focus on Middle Eastern and on European jazz, and have a common feature  

album. 

JAZZ PRESENTERS 

The continued success of FineJazz on the station is a continuing credit to the imaginative dedication  

of our presenters. They complete their own programming and bring to the air an enthusiasm that is  

palpable. 

We now have a stable crew of 20 presenters. Since last year, Maureen Meers has hung up her  

headphones and has been thanked for many years of contribution to FineJazz and other 2MBS  

programming. Sue Jowell has picked up the Thursday noon time with Jazz After Noon, as well as  

her Jazz After Hours contribution. Friday Jazz Session is now presented by Heathcliffe Auchinachie, 

while Alex Siegers returns to campus to complete her masters degree.  

During the year, several of our presenters suffered ill health or went travelling. Pre-recorded programs 

and program replays have been used to provide continuity. We would particularly like to thank jazz  

presenter Jeannie McInnes and the station staff in assisting with pre-recording to keep Jazz Sketches 

airing and Swing Sessions swinging.  

The FineJazz crew ran a jazz listener survey that provided useful insights into our listeners’ preferences.  

SUPPORT OF AUSTRALIAN JAZZ MUSICIANS 

One of the 2MBS strategic goals is promoting Australian musicians, with a focus on the young. There  

are now three jazz programs that overtly support this goal: Jazz About Town; A Jazz Hour, with local  

studio guests; and Emergent Jazz, focussing on young Australian jazz musicians. During a sample week 

in August, the FineJazz crew broadcast 30% Australian content, against an overall 2MBS level of 14%. 

Jazz Artists in Residence Anoesis have recorded a new album in the Founders Studio, with promoted re-

lease in mid-November. The Ken Weatherley Scholarship recipient, Alex Siegers, will be recording new 

material in the Founders Studio early in 2023. 

JAZZ COMMITTEE REPORT 
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JAZZ COMMITTEE REPORT 

Alex Siegers, 2021 Ken Weatherley Scholar 
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Work-experience students have voiced and recorded a jazz program of their own selections and  

commentary (with some guidance!) for broadcast.  

The annual School Jazz Combo Competition was again cancelled due to Covid -19 restrictions. 

PROMOTION OF JAZZ AT FINE MUSIC SYDNEY 

We have continued to regularly provide content for the Fine Music Magazine, the website and 

Fine Music Event News. This includes music reviews, articles about programs and news about  

upcoming highlights in our programs.  

In a promotional partnership, 2MBS Fine Music Sydney was recognised as a media partner with 

SIMA’s Orange Jazz Festival. Three of our FineJazz presenters compered performances at the 

festival with our banner on-stage. This is a deliberate endeavour to increase our audience and 

industry credibility in the jazz field. 

JAZZ CD LIBRARY 

Our FineJazz CD catalogue library has grown again this year, although slowly due to Covid -19 

interruptions. The collection now stands at 4,500 CDs. Digitising the collection has been delayed 

pending availability of resources. Special thanks to Louise Levy who has completed 5 years 

working with the collection, and to Keith Chaffey and Phillip Cant for their continued endeavours 

with the collection. 

PLANS FOR 2023 INCLUDE: 

• establish listening-buddy quality assurance 

• complete accession of the Schwartz jazz collection 

• digitise 50% of the FineJazz CD collection 

• re-establish the School Jazz Combo Competition 

• establish recording-for-broadcast of local and emerging jazz combos; and 

• establish strong linkages with Sydney’s jazz venues. 

Keith Pettigrew, Chair. 
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IN its first full year as a contributor to the station’s  
Management Committee, the CMC’s activities have been 

focused on establishing regular communications within the 
group and the broader station community. 

As reporting and compliance requirements settled into a 
routine within the Management Committee framework,  

we were able to discuss more forward-looking activities, 
including the Collective’s presence on the station  

website and commence planning for a benefit gig to  
support the station. 

Both of these activities are ongoing, with a substantial  
increase / improvement in the Collective’s web-presence 
already achieved and the benefit, unfortunately, shifting 
from a November 2022 timeframe to February / March 

2023 as venues around Sydney re-commence live  
performances after a fair hiatus. 

The Contemporary Music Collective contributes to life at the station predominantly during the  
midnight hours, preparing and presenting programming between midnight and 3AM, Tuesday to Friday 
mornings. On behalf of the CMC, I would like to thank the Management Committee for their help and 
encouragement as we began to increase our efforts during daylight hours. 

As a group, the CMC aims to meet every two months, largely online – as movement around Sydney still 
has its challenges. In line with convention, the current convenors of the CMC, Tom Zelinka (Convenor), 
Nick Dan and Liam Collins (co-Convenors) will step down in the lead up to the station’s AGM, with the 
Collective set to gather as a whole in mid to late November, when a new CMC  
committee will be appointed. 

Liam Collins, Co-Convenor 
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LIBRARY COMMITTEE REPORT 

LIBRARY STAFFING  

WE have fewer weekday librarians now that our pre-

production tasks involve mostly electronic checking.  

Peter Goldner has ably coordinated the team for yet  

another year. We are especially fortunate that many  

weekday librarians also help with digitisation tasks.  

One of our precious Collection librarians (Helen Dignan) 

died in January.  We have been fortunate to have Sally 

Hunter start in her place, ably trained by Lynden Dziedzic. 

COLLECTION MAINTENANCE, DONATIONS AND PURCHASES.  

The usual housekeeping tasks keep us busy. Visiting  

musicians, fellow volunteers and various other people 

have donated CDs. Their interest and generosity are  

always welcome.  

Collection statistics for the year ended 30 June 2022   

Classical catalogue (including boxed sets, LP transfers (673), Concerts (306),  

TAD (50) 

16,349 

FineJazz catalogue 4,506 

Other satellite collections (not catalogued): 

comprising Hosanna (270); World Music (157); Studio Fillers (163); Folk (107); ATTN 

(208); Till Dawn (208); CBC Great Pianists broadcasts (39) 

1,152 

TOTAL COLLECTION   22,007 

New acquisitions: Donated (114); Purchased (59) 173 

Culled or missing CDs for this 12 months 10 

Other resources: Groves and other reference books 61 

Financials 1 July 2021- 30 June 2022 

The total spend was $846 of our $900 budget. No income from CD sales. 

LIBRARY COMMITTEE 2021-2022 

Sue Ping Kee chaired the committee. Dan Bickel is the programming representative; Jacky Ternisien is 

the Library Representative and overnight programmes scheduler; Peter Goldner is the weekday  

librarians co-ordinator. Unfortunately David Hilton (Digital Acquisitions) moved to live on the NSW north 

coast. His role has been ably filled by Ricky Yu. To the entire library team as well as the committee -  

thanks to all for your sense of humour, helpfulness and general efficiency during the year. 

Sue Ping Kee, Chair. 

There has been a promising increase in new  offerings (gratis digital downloads) from Crossover, 

Chandos and Naxos.  Thank you to Rex Burgess and James Nightingale who are selecting items for 

purchase. A limited number of other items were purchased on request. 

COLLECTION ACCESS AND SECURITY 

Remote access to library resources continues to be useful to all in programme and presenter  

preparation. Peter Bell has added an ‘MP3 and Booklets’ access option to the Presenters’ roster 

which is very handy. The digitisation of CDs continues. All the A, G and TAD series have been  

completed. At 30th June 2022 more than 91% of classical collection was available from the server.   

FineJazz collection digitisation is yet to start. Some systems development is yet to occur before this 

can happen. Of the 4506 CDs in the catalogue, 843 have been recorded since 2010. 

LIBRARY COMMITTEE REPORT 
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Thanks also to Owen Chambers who has been offering his professional experience to supplement our  

training and feedback efforts. We have been pleased to co-opt a member of the station staff to our meetings 

over the year, either Joe Goddard or Sophie McCulloch, and thank them both for their input. 

ACTIVITIES 

Meetings of the Committee are held monthly, now largely face-to-face since the subsidence of the Covid-19 

pandemic. 

Training of prospective new classical presenters remains our key activity. A new modular syllabus  

outline, linked to updated online training documents, is used to guide training, which is delivered by a panel 

of trainers coordinated by Ross Hayes. New trainee graduates this year have included Mary Moran and 

Stephen Gard. A promising lineup of new recruits has recently commenced training,  

replacing the inevitable departure of others after years of service. 

Monitoring of presenters’ on-air performance is conducted through random performance reviews, with  

feedback provided to presenters. Listener feedback remarks obtained through the website or phone calls 

are also fed back to the presenter concerned. 

Communication with the whole presenter team of over 100 members is done through the occasional  

Presenter Alert bulletin, as well as through ad hoc emails as the need arises. 

Presenter rostering continues to be managed with great dedication by Jo Howie and Ron Walledge, though 

not without difficulty on occasion when some shifts prove difficult to fill. 

A Spring social function for all presenters is scheduled for October 15, following a long gap in getting  

together during the Covid period. 

FUTURE CHALLENGES 

Plans are progressing for the implementation of a new promo/pre-record station automation system,  

Station PlayList, to replace Netia which is no longer supported and runs on end-of-life PCs.  

This project is being managed by new volunteer Jim Ranieri, with the close involvement of Peter Bell and 

others. It is intended that training in use of the new software will be provided for all presenters  

prior to rollout of the system, probably in the new year, 2023. 

Michael Field, Chair. 

PRESENTERS COMMITTEE REPORT 

COMMITTEE MEMBERSHIP 

THE membership of the Presenters Committee  

remained stable over the course of the past year,  

with eight members, each with specific areas 

of responsibility:  

Michael Field (Chair and operational training),  

Tom Forrester-Paton (Deputy Chair and voice  

production training), Robert Gilchrist  

(Secretary / Board liaison), Michael Morton-Evans  

(Board liaison, script-writing training, and pronunciation 

monitor), James Hunter (Presenter Alert editor),  

Sue Jowell (on-air incidents), Ross Hayes (training  

coordinator) and Lloyd Capps (Jazz liaison).  
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PROGRAMMING COMMITTEE REPORT 

2022 has seen a return to more normal processes for the 

programmers and Program Guide sub-editors. Electronic 

submission by many programmers has made consultation 

with programmers more efficient and helped to build  

stronger relationships with programmers who rarely  

attend the station. 

We thank the Program Guide sub-editors for the excellent 

work that they have done. They have responded to every  

call for urgent assistance when deadlines were approaching 

for the Program Guide.  

Highlights of the year in programming included the  

celebrations of anniversaries of Ralph Vaughan Williams  

(150 years of birth), César Franck (200 years of birth),  

Alexander Scryabin (150 years of birth).   

Thanks are due to the curators of these program series, David Brett and Rex Burgess. 

Tribute programs to Australian musicians Max Olding (December 2021), Paul Goodchild (April) and Nigel 

Butterley (February) were well received. Our early music group of programmers remembered Thomas  

Tomkins (450), Claude Daquin (250), Jean-Joseph Mondonville (250), Jean Mouton (500) and Antoine 

Forqueray (350). Programs marking the passing of international composers Harrison Birtwistle, George 

Crumb and Stephen Sondheim were further highlights of the programming year.  

Special mention to Michael Morton-Evans and Angela Cockburn for preparing the tribute program to Her 

Majesty Queen Elizabeth II which was broadcast at three different times and was well received by listeners.   

Throughout the year, we continued to provide a large number of anniversary programs to mark  

incremental 50-year anniversaries of composers, musicians, premieres of operas and the composition  

of important works. Thanks to Paul Cooke, Catherine Peake and Elaine Siversen for suggesting and  

coordinating these programs and magazine articles. 

2022 saw a Programming Workshop held in September that brought 15 programmers to the station to  

improve their catalogue and programming skills. Feedback on the workshop has been overwhelmingly  

positive and special thanks is made to Paul Cooke and Sue Ping Kee for making this day possible.  

I would like to acknowledge the work of two programmers who have reduced their commitment to the  

station this year; Nicky Gluch for her assistance on the Programming Committee and her contributions of 

classical music programs and articles over several years; and Nev Dorrington for his contribution to New 

Horizons for over 25 years (Nev’s final program is on 18 December). 

Membership of the Committee has seen a few changes since the last AGM: Nicky Gluch and Maureen 

Meers have resigned from the committee and Robert Small and Iris Zeng have joined the committee.  

I would like to note that Maureen’s service on the committee has extended over period of more than  

20 years during which time she played a key role in liaising with the Jazz Committee and its preceding  

sub-committee. The Committee extends its gratitude to Maureen and recognises her assistance over so 

many years in programming and presenting classical, jazz, nostalgia and stage and screen programs.  

Finally, my warm thanks to all the programmers who have contributed throughout the year to both  

domain, general and unitemised classical programs and to the many presenters who have so ably  

and knowledgeably put the work of our programming team to air.    

James Nightingale, Chair. 
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Considerable time has been spent designing and implementing the support  

structure for the transmitter at TXA, including the motorised switching system to 

change connections between the transmitters and the antennas and modifications 

to the network supplying audio to the transmitters.  

As part of these changes some obsolete equipment has been replaced with new 

equipment, and the station’s internet connections re-organised to provide better  

reliability. 

For the new playout system Station PlayList has been selected. This widely used 

software package, is being configured for use. A substantial training program is  

being prepared to train all presenters in the use of the new system. 

OTHER PROJECTS INCLUDED:  

Improving the air conditioning controls for studios A and B. 

The Fast NETIA load system, usable from outside the station to load complete  

programs into NETIA ready for broadcast, used for over 300 programs so far,  

including some loaded from overseas. 

Extra cupboards installed in the Green Room. 

The CD ripping project continues and initial work on ripping the Jazz collection 

has started. 

My thanks to all members of the Technical Committee for their work and advice,  

especially John Shenstone, Roger Doyle, John Xuereb, Rob Tregea, and  

Max Benyon.  

Peter Bell, Chair. 

 TECHNICAL COMMITTEE  

REPORT 

THE main focus of the Technical  

Committee has been the relocation of 

the station’s transmitter from Governor 

Philip Tower to TXA at Artarmon.  

A second ongoing project has been the  

selection and implementation of a play 

out system to replace NETIA. 

Moving the transmitter involved large  

contractual and technical aspects, with 

Technical Committee members working 

in both areas. This report concentrates 

on the technical side.  

Transmitter Relocation Project Stage 2:  

Dismantle and remove the 24m 2MBS Mast and antennae  

from the 65th Level rooftop of Governor Phillip Tower, Sydney. 
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Transmitter Relocation  

Project Stage 1:  

A four stage relocation and  

re-installation of hundreds of kilos of 

sensitive transmission equipment 

while keeping 2MBS  

Fine Music Sydney on air. 

21 
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THE Volunteers Committee continues to be  
responsible for a range of human resources and  

administrative functions related to the overall  
management of volunteers, including the administration 

of the Policies and Procedures Manual.  

The Volunteer Coordinator interviewed and placed new 
volunteers, maintained the volunteer data-base and  
compiled volunteer statistics. During the last year we  

welcomed 23 new volunteers, which is about the same 
as last year, but still significantly less than the pre-Covid-
19 “norm”. People still seem to be cautious about getting 

involved due to the coronavirus. 

A major review of the volunteer database was done  
to determine which volunteers were not going to  

return after Covid-19.  

This resulted in the removal of 61 volunteers, about half of those due to the Covid-19 situation. We now 
have a current total of 207 active volunteers as at the end of July. 

Our Silver Circle membership currently stands at 25 ex-volunteers and founders.  We welcomed only  
one volunteer into the Silver Circle during the year – Susanne Hurst who retired after 19 years of  
service.  

The long service of our volunteers continues to be a significant aspect of 2MBS Fine Music  
Sydney. Each year we recognise those volunteers who have achieved a long service milestone of 10 
years, 20 years and every 5 years after that. Altogether we have 101 volunteers (or 49%) who have been 
with us for 10 years or more and of these 9 reached one of the milestones years this year and received a 
certificate. 

The Reception Coordinator continued to coordinate and arrange training for volunteer receptionists.   
Reception is running smoothly, with Tony Wallace our Reception Coordinator managing a team of  
19 Receptionists. 

Subscriptions Administration. Sissi Stewart is the volunteer Subscriptions Coordinator and  
provides the day-to-day administration of new subscriptions, renewals and magazine notifications.  
The staff team continues to have responsibility for Marketing and PR activities relating to subscribers.  

Work Experience Program. In 2022 we returned to running our Year 10 Work Experience Program after 
 a hiatus of 2 years due to Covid-19. Christina MacGuinness was joined this year by Susan Enright to  
assist with the Work Experience coordination. Our first 3 students completed their one week of work  
experience in August 2022, with 6 more students scheduled in November 2022.  

Volunteer Activities. The Volunteer Committee organises major social functions including the  
Volunteers Afternoon Tea and the Christmas party. Due to a second year of coronavirus outbreaks,  
the Volunteers Afternoon Tea for 2021 was not held at all. It was rescheduled from May 2021 to  
December 2021, but with the large Covid-19 outbreak occurring in December /January, the event was 
completely cancelled. Finally, in May 2022, we were able to hold our first open volunteer event since  
December 2019. The Volunteers Afternoon Tea for 2022 was held at the Crows Nest Centre, rather than  
at the station, and was enjoyed by over 50 volunteers.  

Volunteer Recognition.  With no volunteer events being held in 2021, we were unable to the present the 
Volunteer Recognition Awards and the long service certificates for that year to the recipients in person.  
Instead, we issued a special edition of the Fine Tuning newsletter in January 2022, which included photos 
and a brief citation of all those receiving recognition. The recipients of the 2021  
Volunteer Recognition Award were Ross Hayes, Sue Jowell, Sue Nicholas, Keith Pettigrew and Tony  
Wallace. 

Finally, in May 2022, the Volunteers Afternoon Tea for 2022 actually occurred as planned, and  
certificates were presented. The recipients of the 2022 Volunteer Recognition Award were Lloyd Capps, 
Tom Forrester-Paton and Alice Roberts. 

VOLUNTEER COMMITTEE REPORT 
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VOLUNTEER COMMITTEE REPORT 

Volunteer Care. The Volunteers Committee also provided some limited care for volunteers who were ill or 

hospitalised.  Sadly, we also mourned the passing during the year of two active volunteers (Helen Dignan, 

Roger Fyfe), and two Silver Circle member (Francis Frank, Trevor Jarvie). Trevor Jarvie was one of the  

founding members of the Music Broadcasting Society. 

The Volunteers Committee was chaired during the year by Sue Nicholas. Hamish Mathers-Jones resigned  

in February 2021. Other members continuing on were Jacqui Axford, Noelene Guillemot, Christina  

MacGuinness, Pamela Newling, Sissi Stewart and Tony Wallace. 

Sue Nicholas, Chair. 

50 

Years  

Service 

Max Benyon OAM 

Charles Barton OAM 
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IN September 2021 the WHS Committee comprised: 

David Edmonds-WHS Officer; Ray Kington-Station Man-

ager; John Xuereb-Technical; Sharon Sullivan-Staff 

member; and Helen Milthorpe-volunteer member. 

In the period from October 2021 to February 2022  
Ray Kington, Sharon Sullivan and Sharon’s replacement, 
Hamish Mathers-Jones, resigned from the Station. Ray 
was replaced by Director of Operations, Mona Omar, who 
also fulfils the Staff member role.  

The WHS Committee from February 2022 is:  

David Edmonds-WHS Officer; Mona Omar-Director of 

Operations; John Xuereb-Technical; Helen Milthorpe-

Volunteer member. 

While formal WHS Committee meetings are held every 3 months, members of the Committee are in  
regular email and face-to-face meetings between committee meetings. 

COVID-19 ACTIVITIES 

The greatest challenge of the year was to protect attendees from catching Covid-19 at the Station and 
to monitor the NSW Health warnings and requirements, especially over the summer period.  This 
challenge included implementation of policies and procedures which minimised volunteers and staff 
attending the station while being infected with Covid-19. In the spring and summer period, station  
entrants were required to be vaccinated, masks needed to be worn and appropriate distancing  
maintained. These restrictions were accepted by staff and volunteers without complaint, and in  
practice, considerable work was performed at home.   

Consistent with NSW Health recommendations, the requirement for persons to register entrance to 
the station by QR Code to NSW Health was withdrawn in late February and the Board requirement for 
attendees to be vaccinated was withdrawn in April.  

Masking and distancing procedures remain in place. Specific Covid-19 related procedures were pre-
pared and enacted to minimise incursions and act appropriately with notifications and cleaning when 
Covid-19 infected persons had been in the station. 

At the time of writing, it is still a government requirement for the workplace that “if a worker is  
hospitalised and / or dies as a result of contracting COVID-19 at work”, SafeWork NSW must  
be informed. 

Over the course of the year there have been 7 reports of Covid-19 incursions, 2 in March, 3 in April,  
1 in May and 1 in June. In reviewing dates from time of station entry to date tested positive 2 persons 
in April are unlikely to have been contagious. This proves that volunteers and staff have been very  
responsible in not attending the Station when suspected of being positive and have reported to the 
Station if there is any chance of having been positive. 

RISK ASSESSMENT OF ARTARMON TOWER WORK 

John Shenstone prepared a comprehensive Risk Assessments of the Artarmon Tower project.  
Together with other appropriate personnel, I have signed this off, in my capacity as Safety Officer.  

COURSES AND TRAINING 

On 19 May, Elite Fire Training conducted an integrated training session for staff and volunteers on 
Fire Warden functions, use of extinguishers and evacuation procedures. The response from Staff and  
volunteers was very positive. Mona Omar and Mike Guilfoyle were appointed as Chief Fire Warden 
and Deputy Chief Fire Warden duties respectively. 

Both Sophie McCulloch and Miriam Ho successfully completed First Aid courses during the year and 
are current Station First Aiders. 

WHS COMMITTEE REPORT 
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WHS COMMITTEE REPORT 

INCIDENTS AND ACCIDENTS 

The only major incident or accident during the year was a fire alarm on Tuesday 10 May. Fortunately 
there was no fire. The alarm was triggered by a smoke detector detecting fumes from a soldering  
operation.  A total evacuation ensued and the station was attended by the fire brigade who  
subsequently then gave the “all clear”, enabling station operations to re-commence.   
Additional precautions are now in place to prevent a recurrence. 

DOCUMENTATION AND SIGNAGE 

Signage for Emergency Contacts has been updated and posted in September. Other WHS documentation  
is currently under review for updating. 

I acknowledge and thank past and present Committee members for their work contribution to the  
Committee.  I would also thank Keith and Maureen Chaffey for their continuing work in the preparation 
and update of the Emergency signage diagrams and documentation, Sue Nicholas for her help and  
advice in liaising with Volunteers and Staff and Michael Field for his medical advice regarding Covid -19 
preventative practices. 

David Edmonds, Chair 

Volunteer Recognition Awards 2022 

Tom Forrester-Paton Lloyd Capps Alice Roberts 

Louise Levy, 10 years service Trish Charles, 20 years service David Brett,  20 years service 

Service Milestone Awards 2022 
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Titanium 
Mr Michael Ahrens, Mr Max Benyon OAM, Mr Roger Doyle, Dr Jennifer Foong, Emeritus Professor Clive Kessler. 

Platinum 
Mr Robert Albert AO, Mr David Burns, Mrs Dorothy Curtis, Mr Ronald Walledge, Mr Cameron Williams,  

Anonymous: 1. 

Diamond 
Mr Marco Belgiorno-Zegna, Mrs Barbara Brady, Mr David Brett, Mr Bernard Coles QC, The Hon David Davies, 

Family Frank Foundation, Ms Jill Hickson AM, Dr Janice Hirshorn, Mrs Sue Jowell, Dr Thomas Karplus, Mr Peter 

Kurti, Mr & Mrs Ian & Pamela McGaw, Ms Jeannie McInnes, Ms Judith McKernan, Ms Nola Nettheim, Mr Colin 

Prentice, Mr Stephen Wilson, Anonymous: 5. 

Ruby 
The Berg Family Foundation, Mr Roger Chapman, The Belalberi Foundation Pty Limited, Dr Christine Furedy,  

Mr Stephen Garrett, Mr Robert McDougall, Ms Susan Ping Kee, Mr & Mrs Nigel and Carol Price, Ms Wendy  

Trevor-Jones, Anonymous: 4. 

Emerald 
Ms Anne Amigo, Mr Colin Boston, Mrs Halina Brett, Mr Lloyd Capps, Mrs Lorna Alison Carr, Mr James Cox,  

Mr Noel Craven, Mrs Prudence Davenport, Mr Ian De Jersey, Professor Christine E Deer AM, Mr John Fairfax, 

Prof Michael Field AM, Mr Bruce Hambrett, Ms Mary Henderson, Mrs Georgina Horton, Mr David Jacobs,  

Mr Douglas Keech, John Lamble Foundation Pty Limited, Mr Ian Lloyd, Mr Melvyn Madigan, Mr Ray McDonald, 

Mr John Mitchell, Mr Michael Morton-Evans OAM, Mr Trevor Parkin, Mr Andrew Patterson, Dr William Poate,  

Dr Catherine Ruff, Mr Mark Smith, Mr John Stevenson, Mr Peter Stinson, Mr Anthony Strachan, The Hon Anthony 

Whealy QC, Mr Richard Wilkins, Dr Paul Wormell, Ms Alice Roberts, Anonymous: 10. 

Gold 
Ms Alison Carmine, Mr John Edwards, Mr Bob Frater, Ms Emma Gerasimatos, Ms Annette Lemercier,  

Mr & Mrs Kevin and Deidre McCann, Ms Betty Paul-Kefford, Mr Philip Stevens, Anonymous: 2. 

Silver 
Mrs Susan Berger, Ms Mary Jo Capps AM, Ms Beena Chaugule, Mr Robert Clark, Mr Stephen Dain, Mr Phillip  
De Boos-Smith, Ms Elizabeth Dooley, The Hon John Dunford, Mrs Ruth Edenborough, Mr William Hoekstra,  
Mrs Valerie Jory, Ms Pamela Kenny, Dr Peter Krinks, Ms Anne Lampe, Ms Maureen Meers, Professor Mary  
Myerscough, Mr Adrian Poole, Mr Paul Roper, Mr David E Routley, Ms Mei Wah So, Anonymous: 14. 

Bronze 
Mr Francis G  Crumplin, Ms Jacqui Axford, Mr John Bryson, Dr Rhonda Buskell, Mr Allen Caffrey, Dr Russell  
Cannon, Mr Antony Carey, Rev Peter Carman, Ms Virginia Carter, Ms Mary Choate, Mr David Clark, Ms Wendy 

Cobcroft, Mr Chris Coffey, Mr Dominic Cottam, Ms Rachael De Zylva, Dr Alar Enno, Mr David Farr, Mrs Rita  
Felton, Mrs Mary Finn, Mr Andrew Fraser, Ms Kathy Freedman, Mr Joe Goozeff, Mrs Jocelyn Hackett, Ms Anne 
Henderson, Ms Ailsa Hocking, Ms Angela James, Ms Ruth Jeremy, Mr David Kirby, Mrs Sarah Lawrence,  
Mr Philip Levy, Mr Geoffrey Magney, Mr Stephen Matthews, Mr Hunter McEwen, Mrs Shirley McEwin, Dr Peter 
Miller, Mr Simon Moore OAM, Mr Sanjiv Muttukumaru, Mr John Negus, Ms Mona Omar, Mr James Poulos,  
Mr Christopher Ryan, Dr Peter Shea, Mrs Hilary Sherrard, Mr Geoffrey Simpson, Mr Colin Smith, Mr & Mrs David 
& Lynn Snedden, Mr Richard Stark, Mr Mark Temple, Ms Kathryn Tiffen, Mr Larry Turner, Dr Jennifer Turner,  
Mr Kevin Vaughan, Mr Anthony Wallace, Ms Elizabeth Whitney, Ms Claire Yang Zhong, Anonymous: 36.  

 OUR PATRONS 2022  
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MBS ANNUAL REPORT  
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EACH year for many years 2MBS Fine Music Sydney has hosted the Sydney  
Eisteddfod News Reading / Radio Announcing Events for participants aged 8 to 17 
years. These competitions provide an opportunity for young persons with an interest/ 
talent in broadcasting and presenting to vie for prizes and commendations. 

Qualified adjudicators are provided from among 2MBS volunteers. The adjudicators 
create age appropriate scripts and 2MBS volunteers record the participant’s  
readings. The readings are assessed under performance conditions to Eisteddfod 
standards and winners and highly commended participants are nominated in each 
age group.  Some fifty participants attend the radio station for these events. 

2MBS volunteers liaise with Sydney Eisteddfod staff to co-ordinate the events and 
assist on the day. Each participant receives the recording of their reading and a copy 
of the adjudicator’s comments to enhance their learning opportunity. 

Event participants value being in a working radio station and the opportunity to  
experience news reading and radio announcing in a real-life setting.     

2022 

NEWS READING and 

RADIO ANNOUNCING EVENTS 
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